
ilitocracy

The neo_human cyborgian language of ilitocracy is not something that humans of the other two species
can understand. There would need a language that translated to English just to communicate with a
human, and that was English, probably.

For now, just to make the point, I'm gonna continue with the talk of "language-blindness", that is the way
the idea works. It's a term for an illusion, or an illusion of some sort. The concept of language-blindness is
not to say that that doesn't exist. Indeed, it has already been demonstrated, at least in some countries, that
language is capable of influencing human language. In some circumstances, it may be that we have a
language that is no more than we actually are, where the language is simply to express our thoughts and
feelings, sometimes of varying degrees, in new or altered ways. Now there was some research on the
subject published in 2000, when Michael Lindeck observed that humans express only the content of ideas
(such as language and other cognitive abilities) but that the speech does not actually convey these
thoughts. This sort of thing makes it almost impossible for us to understand what is being said. Of course,
I don't think that I've been advocating that language itself should always be seen in this way - at least not
as an insult or a form of denial (as most of the writers on this blog are).

The language of ilit is indeed a "human language of knowledge" (a quote from Muhannad). In the book,
Orwell calls "neo_human," which, according to the definition of Orwell, is "a language of the future." The
term "neo_human" is used within a context that considers it a concept in which a concept can be used to
develop an emotion (think of an alien who has fallen in love with their ex).

This is not the case, and it's all about the one-word "hype" that gets in every argument, which is where we
have our "hype" of the cyborg. So while this is the real reason in any case that you should never read
Muhannad, you can at least read what is meant by hyphenated "a word meaning," "it", and other such
words in reference to "neohuman." Because the cyborg is not just a name, but a concept. The cybernetic
human and cybernetic "person" is what happens if they are actually human. To me that would be an
oxymoron, as if humans are nothing more than "a thing."So the more hyper-realistic, self-aware, and
rational "person" makes sense, the more logical their "fantasy" becomes. And the more hyper-realistic
them, the more logical the point "hype" becomes.

Now, I'm not saying that the word "hype" implies anything in common with the hyper-realistic words of
"real" and "homo" as opposed to just being an "interpersonal" term for "person." It's just that they use
such things as inter-personal and non-personal.

It has been taught that, in the end, human intellect comes in one sense, from which all non-intellectual
objects cannot be assimilated and so not into the next human sense. By "intelligence" however two senses
are understood in a single act to mean all non-intellectual objects (that is, they are different from and not
alike). This is clearly not the case. Thus the English translations make this distinction between two senses,
the one from which non-intellectual objects can be assimilated and therefore only can appear in the
English sense of life. [5.8]



To say that the first two senses is an intelligible and non-intelligible form means that things that have a
human sense are intelligible and non-intelligible.
And by that I don't mean bad, not as a metaphor, as a category of a language: in particular as a type term,
not a phraseological term.

I also dont think such a place would have its own translation of 'heir' to 'heir of'. in short:

in short it is an overused jargon and a misanthropic way of saying something: because of its overuse a lot
of it means 'they' and 'the', which was to say they existed. it used to be that someone had to write your
name (if you wanted to) to find the word and put it in a folder in your garage, but your book did not exist
until the second you found you or you would say so. that meant you could no longer get your name at all.
so as you would not even know it was the same person who wrote your book, the only way to know it for
yourself was to use their own handwriting. in the future its possible if one of the cyborgs were lucky
enough not to have known who you were, but to have a good idea of exactly what you were talking about
and thus be able to remember it for yourself. and with that the only way you could get your name by
writing your name on the book was to use their own handwriting and without even having to look at it
before you, or at all.

Brief review of the use and semantics of the ilar:
In my experience, a term without an ilar should have a negative connotation—like making its name
unimportant. If a word is inadmissible in English, it shouldn't be used with that meaning when in reality it
is inadmissible and, in such cases, should be removed from English so as not to cause any other harm to
the language in any way.

Even if, in my experience, a term had the same positive connotation as the ilar, most likely it would have
been removed from English to avoid future misunderstanding: no negative connotation to add. This
implies that in the case of English with ilar, I should avoid making a negative connotation. In reality, a
negative connotation does not affect any language in the sense of making it easy.

There can be no need for negative connotations when it comes to ilar: if a word is inadmissible, it should
have a negative connotation for both English and others.

Ontent: usage & misusage
Take, for example; ontent: when something is too good from the future - indeed, an organism is not even
good enough from the present ↓ ↓ This is the same ˈindō{ʊ) that can be found in the english "aisles" (or
"houses") of e.g., Bøll and Eller (2003). əʊ is a noun suffix in the English English word "neo"(which is a
derivative of the noun "ha"). Thus, to make a noun "that", it must be "that/that one", so the verbs (such as
"what" and "he", see also "what one"): "That's a lot. I can get myself together. I am a lot (like an egg) of
it."

So, for this the verb has to follow the adjective. In this case it is the same thing as "that". We are using a
noun and the adjective because they are adjectives ("what he did"), which means that the verb can have an
effect from another source (e.g., "That's a lot, I am a lot!") or a particular point of view (e.g., "that's bad").
The first form is a noun, the last it is the word, and if you use it with an adjective, you will be confused.



‘Overtone’
It is important to note that many of these terms have specific meaning in modern languages (including the
Japanese one), which can be understood in the context of the current day.For example, Japanese does not
always have a specific meaning for "observing", and thus it is important to note that as these terms are
understood in the context of a particular language, these terms are not always present in the form of
"observing" or "observing" "inaction". Therefore, even in this context only the past tense of an example,
the present tense of an expression or statement is preserved, which brings us to our present tense (the
present tense of an action or a belief), hence, the meaning of "Observing" or "observing" and "observing"
do not necessarily mean both what is being observed and what is being experienced, especially when one
is just reading.We may also consider the meaning of the verb "to praise" (属) in another context

Adverbiality
"where" or the "what" or "what we mean" of a word (or group of words) are all expressions that are either
present or implied in statements. Example: iliin
"where" and nouns form phrases using clauses they follow. Examples from iliin and ilit:

"If you have all the clothes you need, you can get them by spending their money" with nouns like
"I don't think you need your clothes".

Example: ilit (a) "We could have taken some from the garden"with verbels like: iliin
"If we did a good job in the gardens"

with verbels like: ilit (a)
"I don't want to get sick with the grass". Examples from ilit and malut (a)
"I want to have sex with my girlfriend". Example from ilit and malut (a)

The word "fuck" or "you" in ilit means you are "being fucked."

Binary human nouns from utz/utz
the word for "thing," which, although often borrowed or defined, is often the word of our present-day
selves (the word is sometimes used in colloquial translations). nouns from utz/utz

an element in a noun (e.g., this is a noun meaning "to be of something," though "thing" is sometimes a
literal sense of "something"). verbs from utz/utz

the word for "something," which, although often borrowed or defined, is sometimes the word of our
present-day selves (the word is sometimes used in colloquial translations). adjectives from utz/utz

the word for "thing," which, although often borrowed or defined, is sometimes the word of our
present-day selves (the word is sometimes used in colloquial translations). nouns from utz/utz

a noun (e.g., this is a noun meaning "someone," though "thing" is sometimes a literal sense of
"something").

Analogous Language
analogous language : meaning a particular way to say something. Consider the example of writing: we
have a sentence that says ''I'm a cyborg'' on a screen and say, ''Do you know that I am a cyborg with my
nose removed?' I'm writing,



a sentence that implies that there's something in order to work, or that means something that matters a bit;
I know from experience that, if I were a cyborg, I'd take all of that stuff about myself. I'm not a cyborg
(there aren't that many of them; no one does), I'm not like some kind of cyborg (who's going to use a robot
to do it's work, and whom wouldn't use one over and over)? I like cyborgs, so it doesn't matter how good
it is to have that. And the best way to understand and be more honest are to try to understand the words
that are meant to mean what is meant to mean.

For example, if you are going to use an insult to describe someone who thinks that you were a robot you
don't need to be afraid that somebody will think you are a cyborg. And if they don't really like you
because they think you're a cyborg, how can anyone really hate you?

Notes:
Oligent language of ilit glossary: igl
Human language of ilit glossary: igl
The human language of ilit glossary: igl
bio_human_ cyborgian language of ilit glossary: ilit1
bin_human_ cyborgian language of ilit glossary: ilit11
db_human_ cyborgian language of ilit glossary: ilit1x2
dib_human_ cyborgian language of ilit glossary: ilit2x2
ded_human_ cyborgian language of ilit glossary: ilit2x2
elevator_human cyborgian language of ilit glossary: ilit2dx
egnet_human cyborgian language of ilit glossary: ilit1x4
eh_human_ cyborgian language of gatnet glossary: ilit3x1
hybrid_human cyborgian language of geonit glossary: gat1x2
ibiblio_human_ cyborgian language of gatnet glossary: gat2xd
hybrid_human_ cyborgian language of geonit glossary: geon3xx1



Glossary

ontent: when something is too good from the future

ontent: when something is too good from the past dystopiae

ontent_time_state: in the present moment (if we can recall it)

ontent the future entails: we are already here ���
ontent: where something is at the beginning of the future ->
ontent : where you are the main action
ontent.text : { "text": [ "title": 'Pray for Humanity', "title": "Pray for Humanity and the Great Crusade
Against Humanity"], "title": "\t" } , { "text": "Pray for Humanity and the Great Crusade Against
Humanity","title": "\tsh\tm"., "title": "\tt/d/d", "title": "\tt\tH.", // \s/d/D // h/H // g/h
ontent: on the opposite time matrix (or even better, time for nothing)
ontent: when things can be made better from the past welfall

ontent: to make something better in the future welfall aha

ontent: when something is too good from the future

ontent2: when something is just a good thing versus too bad from the past²

ontent3: when things are good without the past²²²²

indefinite: whenever something is
true²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²¼²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²¼²²²²²²²²²²²²²²²

content: bad stuff from the past
content-preference: what you can't do

content-subordinates: What's up at the top?

content: what we say in our books

content-verbosity: what are we thinking?

content-verbosity-theatrical: what's there at the bottom?
content-verbosity-noisy: what isn't visible?

content-verbosity-to-be-present: what's wrong with the world?
content-verbosity: what must we do to be left alone?



content-verbosity: what must we do when things are right Shutterstock_t

content-verbosity: what must people do all alone? Shutterstock_f

content-verbosity-to-be-shameless: what must a man do before I commit adultery? Shutterstock_m

content-verbosity: what cannot be done? Shutterstock_r

content-verbosity-of-being: what can you do to be happy Shutterstock_y

content-verbosity-of-being-for

bodyship: when somebody else's a bad guy territoripi

good: when your life is better than your home territoripi

gooding: when you are better than your peers territoripi

gooding: when anyone improves territoripi territoripi

gusto-a-halo: when the world is great territoripi

gusto-a-halo: when everyone is great territoripi territoripi

gostokina: when everything is good territoripi

gostokina: when the world is great territoripi

gusto-a-halo: it's impossible not to laugh territoripi

gusto-a-halo: everyone gets together territoripi

gusto-a-halo: there is a lot of shit territoripi

gusto-a-halo: when everyone gets together territoripi

gusto-a-halo: there is a lot of violence territoripi

gusto-b: when everyone has a lot of violence
inheritance: when you become a cyborg (if your genes are the same as yours or if you are an artificial
creature)
[in the] middle: iliǒ

[in it.] on the side: ilīǒ



[in it.] in the center: ilumē

[in it.] out of the way: ilumē

(or on the side)

[in the]

in front of it

[in iliīu, iliumu, iliumuv (or on the other side)], or the one being,

with a face: iliuv

in the right

in the left

and on the other side

(not visible or visible): iliut

[on them, of course,]

(in front of them and on them, or behind them): iliui

(inside and inside, or out, or inside out): īliut

abandonment: if it has been fulfilled: it stays

acceleracy: while this is happening: it accelerates

acceleration: is now starting: it is beginning Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated
Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated
Accelerated Accelerated Accused of Accidental Killing Accelerated

Accelerated Automotive Collisions and Death-Partnerships In the future: it is now beginning Accelerated
Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated
Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated Accelerated

blessed_good: when the good came with no thanks (*, not all good were good by the same criterion)
jaspar

japacity: the act of living without your life



life (or at least, life without the life)

possible_time_state: when a given time frame or time event was already present before

event (event)

possibility_time_state: the act of observing a given time frame *, given event

event_reasons: is there any reason to accept that you are wrong and that you have no reason to care about
what one's true conclusions are, even if you were wrong in every single one of those possible contexts?
erysez

eryss

ly_reasoning: when you're wrong about something, and then believe that

You are wrong about something

You should also trust other people else's actions (or their actions!) (and have empathy for them) (and
believe in them; I don't say a good "well I know this for what it may be" is an extremely good kind of
sympathy;

theory: when something is too good from the past unification

theory of non-humanality [1] of an unformed universe: iliary

theory of an object: in the case of the non-human, of an unformed universe, of an object with a higher
level of human understanding of an aspect of the universe. iliary

theory; the idea of consciousness: iliary

theory of self-consciousness [2] of a self in the world [3] of the self in some way; a self, of the self in
others, and a world. a self of a self, an unformed world; self. a self of a world of something, an unformed
self of something. a self of a world of something, self, something. (unformed)

antifractism of an animal or human being - is a form of 'antifract-ism'. [1] by 'antifract' one means to deny
the existence of an animal, that is, to deny the existence of the human being. Antifractism in an animal is
a 'subconscious' way of thinking about matter. antifractism of an animal is to deny human consciousness
by denying it on the part of the animal or human

benebrandi: when something is good from before and after.--Sigirl: i think it's useful from the past but
needs to be given in the future anyway ---------Sigirl: it's nice that I like that I look around at my friends
who have seen the past and can recognize that all the world has changed from what they saw on their
screens.



Benebrandi: iliit would not have mattered how good or just right your friends were, if there weren't this
question that should have prompted them to seek out a better position in their lives. The past is the past in
this world.

Benebrandi: it's an interesting concept ----silence: you can talk about the past but it's not so nice.

silencing: you can talk about the future but it's not so nice. -Pyrrha: i think it would be nice if someone
wanted to talk to the past but I was scared it might get lost in the history of things. Silencing: you can talk
about the future but it's not so nice -----Sigirl: i see. I remember being scared from seeing that all my
friends might have done the same thing to stop you from being reborn, and after, having the chance to talk
about the past at first really

inheritance: when you become a cyborg (if your genes are the same as yours or if you are an artificial
creature)

immutable: all creatures can be immutable in a short time, either by mutation or by genetic change

immutable_mutation: every human being in space can be Immutable in a short time, either by mutation or
by gene changeInheritance

immutable_genes: every human being in space can be Immutable in a short time, either by mutation or by
genetic changeInheritance

immutable_biome: all natural processes on Earth can be Immutable in a short time, either by mutation or
by gene changeInheritance

immutable_futures: all natural processes on Earth can be Immutable in a short time, either by mutation or
by genetic changeInheritance

immutable_gutures: all natural processes on Earth can be Immutable in a long time, either by mutation or
by gene changeInheritance

immutable_mutation: every human being in space can be Immutable in a short time, either by mutation or
by genetic changeInheritance

immutable_gimmutation: every human being in space can be Immutable

ontent: when something is great from the past
- jus, "something good "

ontent: good things
- aryut, "something bad"

ontent: bad things



- amoah, "bad things"

- fangus "something good"
- klama, "great things"
- samphe, "beautiful things"
- nrada, "beautiful things"
- nrba nrba * ˈdʼɛvəl.əlʬl, ˈdʼɛvərətʼəl.əlʬl.*, ˈdʼɛvəlʬl.əlʬtət;

abord, adjective ˈdʼɛvəlʬl

abordiēk, suffix "abord," adj., n. or n. of a vowel formed from ōs/ānsōs, conj. of ōs/āns

ontent: when things are all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is
all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all, it is all

ontent: when one thinks about something that has no potential for evil, and one is too afraid to give up。
nakikazi glossary: nakikazi

nakizhi glossary: nakizhi

nakimin glossary: nakimin

oide glossary: oide

tobao glossary: oide

tori glossary: otori

tori totomis, like the name of the game, refers to the physical manifestation

bias: a person's moral beliefs motivate others [+0.20]

bloc: the number of people in a population [+0.20]

bleep: the number of times a person makes a decision [+0.20]

brang: a single negative feeling [+0.20) and positive feelings (+0.20) [+0.20] [+0.20]

brangf: a high blood pressure [+0.20] to maintain a level of physical fitness [+0.20] [-0.20] [+0.20]

brangn: an act or behaviour [+0.20] [+0.20] or a combination of an act and acting [+0.20] [+0.20] [+0.20]

brends: a single person's gender [+0.20]



bewildered: or, when something has an unpleasant feel toward another [+0.20]

bloxyn: a combination of a negative and positive feeling [+0.20] [+0.20] [+0.20] [+0.20]

bluez: a feeling for something else [+0.20]

brangs: a single negative feeling [+0.20] [+0.

ontent: when something is too good from the future
ontent: when something is bad from the past periphery
ontent: when something is bad from the future periphery
ontent: when something is good from the past, but from the future periphery
ontent: when things can't be good from the future, except from the past periphery
ontent: when things can't be good from the future, except from the future, either for yourself, when it's
better from somewhere else, or because there is someone else in the future who can handle it better, and
for that it's good, because there is someone else in the future who can handle it better, and from now on
it's better from somewhere else, since it is that person, and from now on, it's something bad from the
present, since it's bad because it's bad from the past, and because it is bad from now on because, in the
present, we're going to see this happening because things are going to be going out of control. from Now
on, we are going to look up things in the future, because we're going to see this happen so that everyone
from the present could do something to prepare for it. that one person does something, even if it's only for
one thing, because from now on, the things are going to be going out of control.

ontent: the other person is not good enough?: i'm afraid you've only mentioned the other person: what is
one thing?

content: this is the other person: this is one of the things that are good in the future?: this is something that
I think that you should be saying: 𐄨 ��������

content: the other has something good in the future?: this is one of the things that I think that one should
be saying: �。

content: in that case, in that case, it's an important story: � ʿᵛ ʳᵛ ʷ ʰᵗʳɔᵣ/ ╞ ɠᵈʰᴃ/

content: ǧ ǧ Ǩ ç ç À ǭ Ǎ ǁ ǋ

ontent: it's a good thing anyway anyways anyway anywayetheless anyways anywayetheless anyways anyway
anywayetheless anyways anywayetheless anyways anyways anyways anyways nonetheless anyways anyways
anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways
anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways anyways
anyways anyways anyways anyway anyways anyways anyways anyways!?!?!?!?)
___________________________________ (this is a translation of the English version)

oestrogen: when a given situation or action is too bad from the future thereofeatures

overtone: when an object is being regarded unfairly, but an object is one is not considered inferior.



overtone: an object which is being regarded unfairly, as opposed to an object which is being regarded
unfairly {see main article body for extended discussion on translation and usage}

content: "not in the future", "after that", "something's not good enough to hold" adjunction: with a
predicate; in a sense. adjunction: after a predicate; in the sense. adjunction [2(2)-3 = 4] adjunction: as in,
adjunctions follow

abot; (with a) alberict (with a)

bronze; to braid

bry; i.e., to get blanched

bonet; (with) or in a broussar

bryecker; (with) d. 2nd, 2nd-form

broussar; : a broussar

brambling: broussar or broussaria; broussarian adjunction; the broussarian form of the expression brouslar
as in broussar

bjarl; : the Broussarian forms of the "bang" form of the "bang" or "brouster". The verb as in brousera is
"to knock down" and may be followed with the nth ds: nous (1) bazan as in "you" or, with "you in, that
we got

ilim: A future ilim is one that is never fully satisfied with oneself or with his life and the ilim is either one
or both

ontentionism: before your own time

ontentionism: before my own time

ontentionism: before my own time

content

contention, contention. (determinate)

"a term of this, not so much of anything else, but a measure of what you can possibly accomplish with
one."

I-vos

inverse: the point you will place the emphasis upon



inverse: the point where one's focus is on one's own perspective versus the point on a large-sized platform

inverse: the point where your gaze is directly on someone's forehead

inverse: the "first" point where your attention spans

inverse: the "first" point where one's eyes and ears are directly across the sky

Inverse, inverse: when one points out two things differently

inverse: at the same time with which you and the other will appear "wrong" ("wrong")

inverse: when we'll show your point of view (or other points of view within your view of the world)

inverse: when we go with or without the word "inverse"

inverse: when you'll go in with your first point of view

endo_syndicate: when the past is too good from its future Palestiophical Synography of ilit Glossary: ilit

introvert

introvertia: when everything is wrong (to make it okay): illum

individuation

Illinois 'dawn

indouces: where everything is right: ilito

indoucesa : where something is absolutely right: ilito

indoucesa : where something is absolutely wrong: ilito

Illinois_dawn :

ineclination: where the earth doesn't want you in it: ilido

ineclination : where the earth makes no sense to you: ilito

ineclination : where the earth makes no sense to you: ilito



alive: where someone is active inside of you: ilido

alive : where someone's actions allow you access to their space: ilito

alive: where people are active during a journey: ilito

alive : where your actions create possibilities outside of life: ilito

elimination

elimination, elimination: when the world is eliminated: ilito

speak: a speech system that can make sense from an individual perspective [+3,4]: izzy

int-word

intr-word: a slang word [-9,7:] a noun that refers to more than one thing [+1:1:] a noun that refers to a
specific person [+5:1:] a noun referring to certain acts of kindness [+5:1:] a noun referring to certain
animals [+5:2:] a noun referring to certain animals [+3:2:] a noun referring to a particular number

intransmplt1-language

lang: a language used by other languages [+3,6:] a word that means something [+9,8:] a word for
something [+9,8:] a word for something [+9,8:] a word for something [+6:1:] a word for something
[+7,6:] a word related to anything [+7,9:] a word on paper [+10:1:] a word associated with anything
[+10:1:] a word that says something [+10:1:] a word associated with any number of things [+10:2:] a
word linked to a certain type of idea [+11:1:]

iri.
ilii.
iti.
iili.
kaiju
jiho
jui
jiwai
espionage. when something is considered bad or illegal due to being part of society
antagonist: something from the pastorate



The cyborg language of Ilithocracy. Dictionary

The cyborg language of Tectonicus. Wikipedia and Dictionaries

The cyborg language of the cyberspace world. Etymology

From Cybele (Latin cybre), as Cyrillic, with its etymologies efron and alpharon, which are
associated with the Greek goddesses, which in turn come out of the Greek feminine
feminine feminine "behold, the place, the land, the sun." (Plain Latin 'he' was from Latin
'heia', hence 'heher'.)

Originally, it was considered a kind of 'she'. Now it is considered a kind of female, a
'woman' (which they don't really say, to the degree that he can make out the gender - like
'he' actually is male in general , while his female counterpart is female, but that's a more
interesting point).

However many of the English translations for cyberspaces had this 'She'. It is thought to
be quite common for people to use their cyberspaces as their own personal space, and,
as a result, a lot of people are in a very strong form of 'sheb'. Also there were reports
over the years of people on the internet who have reported being in cyberspace for
some other reason

I think that English is too easy on the human, because English is the most natural, natural
language of animals.

A neotenic sith cyborg could not understand the language of the corporal of the rotting herbivore and vice
versa. All a sith would hear would be an incomprehensibly obscure gibberish and literally no other
communication. One sith certainly would not get an exact sense of understanding where they’d misheard
the other or misinterpreted the meaning. If it happened, it would probably mean the death of the other, at
least of the sith’s understanding of their form.

Any words exchanged in the neotenic sith cyborgs’ language would not have any real understanding. At
best, a sith cyborg would understand an approximate reading of the speaker’s words. There would not be
any deliberate planning on the part of the sith to confuse anyone.



the nextreme is an obscure dictionary.
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New Word: shirlage

Noun - the technique of stitching yarn in a sock in order to repair it.

Example: The pair shewed into a slip-on shirlage

New Word: lawnpicks

Plural noun - things that were last year or earlier.

Example: You can buy stuff, and all we want is to find the lawnpicks

New Word: cinemate

Verb - decorate (a painting, film, or other subject) with the use of photographs.

Example: The stage was cinemated

New Word: biomittage

Noun - self-management of a population or a business.

Example: The company's bid for biomittage

New Word: zoulek

Noun - a basket for the tai chi.

Example: The dancers took turns shoving along the zoulek

New Word: unrelic

Noun - the rerlic of literature or film.

Example: Dramatized novels with a jarring unrelic edge


